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Cover Story
The Mom Center in San Isidro CDP
of the Philippines is filled with radiant
happiness, as reflected by the smiles of
the children playing within the center.
The new day-care center replaced the
trash heap as the children’s favorite
playground, while the mothers gather
in groups and start to dream about
the idea of self-help. The warmth and
brightness of sharing illuminate the
Mom Center like the midday sun that
filters through its windows.

As a global NGO, Good Neighbors conducted comprehensive development projects in
35 countries around the world on the basis of accumulated experience over the years,
working closely with our partners.
2017 was an outstanding year for Good Neighbors. Good Neighbors provided innovative services with information technology to improve access for education and healthcare. We also revamped income generation projects to add competitive advantages of
Good Neighbors Cooperatives by improving the quality of products and services and
developing sales channel.
Above all, ‘Global Development Approach’ has been developed in order to renovate
Good Neighbors Global Development Programme. It sought to better clarify and operationalize what and how we should do in order to achieve Good Neighbors’ Mission.
It became possible to show how Good Neighbors contribute to the achievement of the
UN Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs) through a framework which aligned with
the SDGs. We hope that it will be used as a tool to introduce and inform Good Neighbors’ strategic direction and results for projects to our partners, staff, donors, children
and people we work with and other stakeholders.
As Good Neighbors has walked on the path to improve the life of every child, we will
continue to pursue excellence in developing projects and enhancing our capacity to
conduct a variety of programs for them. We, therefore, want the children to achieve
their own dream.
Looking back on the 2017 accomplishments of Good Neighbors, we truly think your
partnership made this world better in a good way. We are so deeply grateful for your
generous support to make a good change for the world.
Thank you all and I look forward to another incredible year at Good Neighbors.
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Good Neighbors
Mission

Good Neighbors exists to make the world a place without hunger, where people live together
in harmony.

Good Neighbors respects the human rights of our neighbors suffering from poverty, disasters
and oppression, and helps them to achieve self-reliance and enable them to rebuild their hope.

Core Values

1. We work in any place where there is a need, regardless of race, religion, ideology, and beyond
geographical constraints.
2. We promote self-reliance and the sustainable development of the individuals, families and
communities.
3. We place a top priority on the rights of children.
4. We create a sound global citizenship that encourages people to respect one another and live
together in harmony.
5. We mobilize and organize local volunteers to participate in developing their communities.
6. We work in cooperation with our local partners who share their community development goals.
7. We maintain professional accountability and transparently report on the status of our projects
and finances.

Good Change for the World
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Good Neighbors is an international humanitarian development NGO bringing good change for children
and communities around the world through international development projects and social welfare program
in order to make the world a place without hunger, where people live together in harmony.

Our Focus

CRC Child Rights Protection

We plan and implement projects that respect the human rights of children based on
our unchanged belief in human dignity under the principle of faithfully fulfilling the
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.

NETWORK

We stimulate our projects and maintain our network by mobilizing the human and
material resources of communities in field countries, encouraging them to actively
engage in our projects as an organized group of volunteers, partners, and community committees.

ADVOCACY

We conduct advocacy projects, such as campaigns, government relations, and
seminars, to promote our projects and raise the awareness of governments and
the general public as part of citizenship education.

8. We encourage as many people as possible to join Good Neighbors as sponsoring members
to participate in our work.

ⓒ Taekyung Oh / Good Neighbors
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Towards Sustainable Development:
Good Neighbors Global Development Approach

Outline of Good Neighbors Global Development Approach
The 4 Global Development Principles represents ‘how’ Good Neighbors works in order to achieve its Global
Development Goal while the 8 Strategic Objectives shows ‘what’ we work for. Through the conceptualization of our
Global Development Goal, we want to share our strategic direction with all our partners and staff, children and people
we work with, and all other community stakeholders and achieve greater transparency and accountability in our work.

Good Neighbors works towards sustainable development by assisting those who are most neglected and vulnerable
in the communities to obtain self-reliance and, therefore, adopts a people-centered participatory and comprehensive
approach as the basis for development. Accordingly, 192 community development project sites within 35 countries
focus on empowering people through social development activities.

Our neighbors,
who are free from poverty, and whose rights are respected,
live self-reliant in an inclusive community.

Towards a self-reliant and inclusive community

4 Global Development Principles
We support
our suffering neighbors.

We raise awareness of
human rights and the role of
duty bearers.

NO MALARIA

We promote cooperation
and solidarity.

We empower people.

$3

$3

$4

$4

8 Strategic Objectives

The Good Neighbors Global Development Approach, has been developed in order to reemphasize the goals of Good
Neighbors Global Development Programme, which was implemented more than a quarter century ago. It seeks to
better clarify and operationalize ‘how’ to achieve the Good Neighbors’ Mission of making the world a place without
hunger; where people live together; while respecting the human rights of those suffering; and achieve self-reliance.
It also seeks to establish results based management framework which helps reveal how Good Neighbors Global
Development Programme activities contribute to the UN Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs).

SO-1

SO-2

SO-3

SO-4

People are
free from
hunger

Every
child is
protected

People
enjoy the
right to
education

People
exercise
the right to
health

SO-5

SO-6

SO-7

SO-8

People live in People build People achieve People are
sustainable inclusive and
protected
economic
environments democratic empowerment
from
communities
disasters
through
solidarity and
cooperation
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Where We Work

At a Glance
Presence in

40 countries
Supported

206,206 sponsored children and
1,721,596 community people

Canada

Provided education materials and
programs to
I nternational
Cooperation
Office in Geneva

Mongolia
Tajikistan

Kyrgyz Republic

Afghanistan
Pakistan
Niger
Chad
Republic of
South Sudan
Cameroon

Ghana

Rwanda

Zambia

Ethiopia

Nepal

1,380,941 people

 lobal Partnership
G
Center
Korea
Japan

Bangladesh
Laos
Myanmar
Global Capacity Development Center
India
Thailand
Cambodia
Vietnam
Philippines
Sri Lanka

USA

Helped

1,765,418 people

Guatemala

Haiti

Dominican Republic

Nicaragua

Improved access to clean water for

485,733 people

Uganda
Kenya
Tanzania

Indonesia

Helped

Malawi
Mozambique

have healthy lives

Chile

Paraguay

57,414

people
achieve economic empowerment

Advocated for the rights of children with

430,183 participants

Global Office
Partnership Country
Support Country
Asia
Africa
Latin America & Caribbean

4 Countries
16 Countries 114 Projects
13 Countries 52 Projects
6 Countries 26 Projects

Provided humanitarian assistance to

198,164 people
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Good Change Led by the Community:
Community Development Projects

Education

Good Neighbors conducts 192 Community Development Projects in 35 countries around the world through
a comprehensive approach.
Good Neighbors implements its Community Development Project in close cooperation with local community,
government organizations, NGOs, institutions, volunteers, and other groups, aimed at sustainable
development by empowering local people and promoting self-reliance.

Education

CDP
Income
Generation

Advocacy

ⓒ Chanhak Park / Good Neighbors

Water and
Sanitation

Health

35 Countries 192 Projects
206,206 Sponsored Children
1,721,596 Community People
748 Community Development Committees(CDC)

Community
Partnership

The efforts of Good Neighbors include educational projects designed to expand the quality and accessibility of
education, allowing children around the world to reach their potential. To this end, Good Neighbors provided
educational facilities, materials, tuition fees, and stationeries to children in 35 countries around the world in

CDC, A Key Partner
for Community
Development
Project

As community representative, Community Development Committee(CDC) plays a key role

2017. Good Neighbors also helped develop new educational curriculum and pedagogical methods, while

in the overall process of the projects. Good Neighbors Cambodia is working with 23 CDCs,

creating opportunities for teachers to enhance their skills through training programs as well. Student clubs,

and they are involved in various community development activities. Also, they encourage

IT educational programs, and others round out the efforts of Good Neighbors to ensure that more children

community people to contribute to projects and work closely with all relevant departments

can receive the benefit of education and grow up as valuable and healthy members of their community.

and partners to broadly respond to the need of the community. Good Neighbors Cambodia
offers various capacity building programs designed to help the CDCs to have healthy
organizational structures and lead their projects effectively.

I have strong commitment to support our community. I have gained more confidence in public speaking
and expressing idea to community people through the capacity building programs. A number of efforts
of Good Neighbors Cambodia to strengthen cooperation with the CDCs and help self-reliance of the
communities allow our CDC members to get involved in the projects enthusiastically.
Oun Sopheak / Vice-chief of CDC in Souphi CDP

School and
Facility Support

Scholarship and School
Supply Support

Campaign for the Right of
Education Improvement

845,139 298,736 165,800
people

people

people

Teaching Training
and Program Support

21,585
people
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Developing
Educational
Environment
and Teacher
Capabilities

Good Change for the World

The number of students in a class plays a significant part in the quality of education offered
in that class. The average number of students in a primary school class for OECD countries
is 21, however, in most of the countries where Good Neighbors is working classroom

Hope Schools
Preparing for the
Future of Africa

congestion is a common but serious challenge that undermines the quality of education.

The global average of adolescent literacy is 91%, but the literacy levels for West Africa and
Central Africa often drop below 50%. In contrast to the global average of the primary school
dropout rate of 9%, these regions reach 32% depriving a great number of the children in the
region of their right to education.1)
Good Neighbors has undertaken the Hope School project since 2009 to improve the

Nicaragua’s Cristo Rey School is one such school. Because of an absolute shortage in

educational environment of Africa. In 2017, Good Neighbors completed the 100th Hope

classrooms compared to the number of students, multiple classes often had to share the

School at Zanzibar, Tanzania.

same classroom in Cristo Rey School. The shortage of space and materials for teachers to

In addition to the construction of Hope Schools, Good Neighbors has also supported

prepare the class instruction also made the promise of quality education a difficult one to

various educational programs that focus on children’s rights, career choices, and citizenship.

keep for the students.

The students of the Hope Schools are offered opportunities to choose their own life and

Good Neighbors Nicaragua supported the Cristo Rey School construct 4 additional

career goals, and to develop themselves into responsible members of the community

classrooms, along with a library and a teacher’s room. Good Neighbors Nicaragua also

beyond their education.

hosted teacher training programs on the use of classroom materials, pedagogy, and
teaching ethics to help the teachers cater better to the needs of the students. These

2015-2016 UNESCO Global Education Monitoring Report 1)

Current Status on Hope School Project

improvements in educational environment and teaching capabilities lead to concrete
improvements in the academic performance of the students.

11 Countries
54 Hope Schools
49,681 Students

Niger 4
Chad 6

Reading Test
Passing Rate

7%

Cameroon 1

The number of students
per classroom

Ethiopia 3

South Sudan 3

15%

Kenya 7

Uganda 1

Tanzania 16

Rwanda 4

Improving
Educational
Access through
Technological
Innovation

41

43%

50%

students

students

Before

After

Before

After

Good Neighbors Bangladesh is currently implementing education projects that integrate
the latest developments in ICT(information and communication technology) in 8 regions
of Bangladesh to help mitigate the inequalities and promote accessibility of education in

Malawi 6

Zambia 3

35

A New Dreams
at the ‘Hope Club’
of Dyamphiwi
Hope School

Dyamphiwi Hope School, constructed in 2013 in Malawi, is a school where 1,272 children could
study and build their dreams together. Good Neighbors Malawi organized the ‘Hope Club’ in
Dyamphiwi Hope School to support students participating in the various club activities such as
children’s right, the prevention of child marriage and AIDS, and career paths.
Absence rate

Career Awareness

0.39

0.31

Citizenship

0.06

the country. This project also offers increased opportunity for participation of the children
through the use of computers and tablet PCs in their children’s rights education. Some
students joined a student group on children’s rights advocacy, while others held a exhibition
with photoes they took and short movies filmed with their tablet PCs.

Where I live, I don’t get to see machines like computers. But the mobile courses allowed me to fulfill my
wishes of learning about tablet PCs. Learning about children’s rights using pictures and animations with
a tablet PC helps us enjoy the class and remember the things well we learned.
Hasan Mia / Student of Good Neighbors Vatara School

1.63

1.24

Non-Hope Hope
school school

5 point
scales

3.71

4.02

Non-Hope Hope
school school

5 point
scales

3.93

3.99

5 point
scales

Non-Hope Hope
school school

Thanks to Hope Club activities, I could change my thoughts on the issues of early marriage and child right,
and realized that I should protect my own right by myself. About these issues, I could discuss with my
friends and move forward to achieve my dream, a teacher!
Cassamu Willy / Student of Dyamphiwi Hope School
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Health

Strengthening
Maternal and
Child Health
Systems

Good Neighbors has established the improvement of maternal health-care services as one of
its major strategies, and has followed through with antenatal and postnatal care, skilled birth
attendance, sexual reproductive health projects, and family planning support as its main
programs.
Tanzania’s maternal mortality rate in 2016, which is 556 per 100,000 newborns,1) is one of the
highest in the world. Good Neighbors Tanzania, in conjunction with the Korea International
Cooperation Agency, has worked on a maternal health project in Tanzania’s Kishapu district
since 2015 by using the resources of Community Health Worker(CHW).
Good Neighbors implemented a comprehensive project to create better opportunities for
safe delivery as well as an easier antenatal care in 44 health facilities in Kishapu district, which
included medical supply and equipment support, medical staff training programs, and facility
construction and renovation.
In addition, Good Neighbors Tanzania also trained a group of CHW, in subjects related
to maternal health such as antenatal and postnatal care, disease management during

ⓒ Taehwan Kim / Good Neighbors

Good Neighbors performs health projects that enhance the accessibility and quality of health services
offered to the local community, with the goal of bringing healthier lives for children, mothers, and other

pregnancy, childbirth preparations, newborn care, and family planning. Good Neighbors
also implemented a campaign to encourage pregnant mothers to visit health facilities prior
to their perinatal period, helping them prepare for any contingencies and guaranteeing the
safety during their eventual childbirth.
2015–2016 Tanzania Demographic and Health Survey and Malaria Indicator Survey 1)

Health staffs who have
completed the training on
BEmONC2) services

292 people

Pregnant women
who received antenatal care
at or before 12 weeks

2,945 people

members of the local community. In 2017, Good Neighbors implemented projects such as the construction
of health facilities, mother–children health services, medication and vaccine support, and nutritional
assistance in 30 countries around the world. Other projects, like the Community Health Worker(CHW)

people

people

385

1,273

4,218

project and the mobile-based health information system(mHealth) project, helped strengthen the

2014

2017

2014

2017

community health systems.

Health
Facility Support

people

people

people

BEmONC: Basic Emergency Obstetric and Newborn Care 2)

Maternal & Child
Health Service

970,394

93

Disease Prevention
and Nutrition Support

Community Health Worker
& Village Health Committee

72,457 695,579
people

people

26,988
people

I could discover some of the mothers in the village who were pregnant but never visited to the health
facility. I provided the information for antenatal care and encouraged them to go to the facility. More
and more pregnant women in the village became aware of the importance of health care during pregnancy and giving birth in safe and hygienic environment through community health workers' activities.
I expect our efforts will contribute to reducing maternal and child mortality rates of the village.
Charles Nyenda Cole / CHW of Mwamalasa Village
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Water and Sanitation

Changes to
Sustainable Water
and Sanitation

Good Neighbors has, as a result, focused on participatory management schemes that
involve the community members and strengthen their capacity of managing the facilities
in their community. After installing the water and sanitation facilities, Good Neighbors
assists the community in managing these facilities by creating and supporting a Water
and Sanitation Committee that consists of community members. The Committee is tasked
with training the community members on the proper use of these facilities, cleaning and
maintenance, and the management of water fees.
The only source of water for those living in Navruz, Tajikistan, was a stream polluted with
all manner of waste. Therefore, it is unsurprising that the members of the local community
found themselves suffering from waterborne diseases.
Good Neighbors Tajikistan decided that a fundamental solution to the unsanitary conditions
was needed and therefore supported and organized the villagers to clean up the stream.
During this process, Good Neighbors Tajikistan also helped establish a local Water and
Sanitation Committee that leads awareness building and cleaning activities. The Committee

ⓒ Taekyung Oh / Good Neighbors

visit their neighbors to encourage their participation in water and sanitation campaigns
and training programs and host sanitation seminars that involve both adults and children.
The Committee also takes the responsibility of managing and surveying the water facilities,
helping guarantee the access to clean drinking water.

Rate of access
to safe drinking water

The activities of Good Neighbors around the world include water and sanitation projects designed to enhance

78%

Rate of waterborne disease

40%

Rate of households
enhanced practice of hygiene

25%

the quality of life in vulnerable communities by guaranteeing a source of clean and safe drinking water. In
2017, Good Neighbors supported construction and quality improvement efforts on drinking water, drainage,
and sanitation facilities in 27 countries, with the intent of preventing waterborne diseases and improving
the accessibility of clean water. Good Neighbors also implemented awareness-raising campaigns on the

2%

80%

60%

20%

40%

65%

importance of sanitation and clean water and organized a Water and Sanitation Committee to enhance the

Before

After

Before

After

Before

After

management capabilities of local community members.

Water and Sanitation
Facility Support

Campaigns,
Education, Training

220,880
people

Water
Purifier Support

Water and Sanitation
Committee Support

98,475 136,986
people

people

Before all of these, we either had to walk for 2~3 km a day for water or had to settle for dirty water
from the stream. Thanks to the support of Good Neighbors, we can now drink clean water from our

29,392
people

homes, and there is less of us who suffer from stomachache. The Water and Sanitation Committee
went to each doorstep to get people to participate, so many of them showed up for cleaning and
sanitation training programs. Their regular management helps us have clean water to drink.
Abdulloev Shomirzo / Navruz Community
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Income Generation

Cooperatives
as the Hope of
the Community
Economy

Quyết Chiến, a highland with an agrarian community of Vietnam, has favorable conditions
for growing alpine agri-products. However, most local community members had difficulty
growing such crops due to the lack of technology and marketing skills.
Good Neighbors Vietnam organized the people of Quyết Chiến into a cooperative for
an income generation project. Cooperative members were able to purchase quality
fertilizers and seeds with funding from the cooperative, and took part in technological
training programs to improve the quality of vegetables grown in the area. A market and
environmental analysis conducted by Good Neighbors Vietnam revealed that the Korean
radish was a highly suitable vegetable for Quyết Chiến and greatly popular in the market.
These developments resulted in higher yields of good-quality vegetables that were quickly
recognized in the local market, by four new stable retail chains. The improvements in the
yield and sales resulted in an increased income for the community.
Output after technological training

Income of cooperative’s member

186%

ⓒ Good Neighbors

In cooperation with local communities, Good Neighbors has been implementing income generation
projects to promote self-reliance through social economy as sustainable solution to ending poverty. In 2017,
Good Neighbors assisted 1,040 cooperatives in 24 countries around the world, in the areas of agriculture,
fisheries, livestock, small businesses and microfinance. To improve competitive advantages of products and
services, Good Neighbors carried out market researches and provided technological training. As a result,
the cooperatives helped secure sales route and encouraged self-reliance.

700kg/month

CooperativeProduced Brand,

4 times

2,000kg/month

500,000VND/month

2,000,000VND/month

‘MERRYCOOP’ is the brand name for the hand-made products made by Good Neighbors
cooperatives around the world. Despite the high-quality materials and the technological
proficiency of the community members, the cooperatives had difficulty acquiring
competitiveness and a large pool of sales channels due to lack of design and marketing skills.
‘MERRYCOOP’ was launched to improve the cooperative products’ competitiveness and to
synchronize sales channels to help the community members become self-reliant.
In 2017, cashmere products from Mongolia’s ‘Tod Ilch’ cooperative and coasters created
by the ‘Bugu Ene’ cooperative in Kyrgyz Republic were launched in Korea. The profit made
from the sales of the products enabled the cooperatives to expand their business and fund
additional materials, equipment and training for the members.

Participating
Households

Cooperatives

57,414

Social Enterprises

1,040

Mongolia
Cambodia
Nepal
Rwanda

We had the skills for our felt crafts but had no place to sell them. But now that we are able to sell
our handmade coasters, we are happy to have this opportunity. Since joining the cooperative, we no
longer have to worry about the cold winter and husband has become supportive of my activities. The
greatest achievement, however, is the confidence and sense of accomplishment at our efforts.
Rak Hat / Member of 'Bugu Ene' Cooperative
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Humanitarian Assistance
Good Neighbors offers humanitarian assistance to areas plagued by conflicts or natural disasters, and

Support for
Rohingya
Refugees

include mosquito nets, blankets, toothpastes, toothbrushes, and soaps—to 4,570 refugee

partners, among all UNHCR and UNCDF, strengthening the livelihoods and self-reliance of refugees and

households. Good Neighbors is currently putting together a mid-to long-term response

their neighboring host communities. In 2017, Good Neighbors provided humanitarian assistance projects

plan for the Rohingya refugee crisis, and is coordinating with the local government and

to 200,564 children, community members, and displaced people in 12 countries.

18,896
people

Projects

international organizations.

Refugee Support

68,309
people

113,359

Laos, flood
Bangladesh, flood
Vietnam, flood
Nepal, earthquake Reconstruction
Philippines, Disaster Risk Reduction
Bangladesh, The Rohingya refugee crisis

1,500 people
1,769 people
603 people
8,324 people
68,309 people

Shelter
Education
Health
Livelihoods
Disaster Risk
Reduction

Chad, Gaga refugee camp
Tanzania, Nyarugusu, Nduta and Mtendeli refugee camp
Cameroon, Minawao refugee camp

Psychosocial
support to
Disaster Relief

4,570

households

Recently, there has been an increasing demand focus on emotional and psychosocial
support in the area of disaster relief coupled with the focus on strengthening the capacity of
the individuals and the community to recover from disasters. Since 2014, Good Neighbors
has offered psychosocial support programs for children suffering from post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) in humanitarian crises.
In the aftermath of the 2015 Nepal earthquakes, Good Neighbors Nepal immediately
moved in to provide material support to affected communities, and has joined forces with
KOICA to support public health system recovery projects in Nuwakot District. There, Good

14,190 people

Neighbors rebuilt health posts, offered medical facilities and medication, trained community

4,570 people

health workers, and implemented psychosocial support projects that use Creative Crisis
Intervention Program(CCI) to mitigate and treat the effects of PTSD in children. A total of 4,525
children in Nuwakot District took part in this program, while 150 teachers and health officials

Africa
Non Food Items

$170,000

people

Asia
Sri Lanka, flood

Food

Bangladesh. Good Neighbors Bangladesh dispatched a rapid assessment team promptly
Neighbors immediately distributed USD 170,000 worth of food and hygiene kits—which

as possible. Good Neighbors also provides support to refugees in close partnership with UN agencies and

Reconstruction

2017 prompted more than 610,000 Rohingya refugees to flee to Cox’s Bazar District in
to Cox’s Bazar District and identified a pressing need for Food and WASH. As a result, Good

supports communities through disaster recovery projects helping people return to their daily lives as soon

Emergency Relief on Natural
Disaster

The widespread persecution of the Rohingya people in Rakhine State, Myanmar on August

were trained to supervise this process. An expert evaluation of program impact revealed

3,635 people
89,432 people

that the capacity of the participating children to respond to traumatic experiences as well as
self-expression and participation were enhanced considerably.

1,532 people
We experienced a lot of loss in life from the earthquake. The children often could not sit still or
focus in class because of stress. But after taking part in this program, the children learned how to

Latin America and the Caribbean

respond to stress, focus on the curriculum, and take an interest in learning. The program helped

Haiti, Cholera

1,700 people

Puerto Rico, typhoon

5,000 people

them forget the past and return to the present.
Bishnu Prasad Dhungana / Teacher of Shree Mulabari Basic School
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Advocacy
To build a better society where the child rights are fully protected, Good Neighbors conducted a variety
of awareness-building campaigns and presented policy recommendations. In solidarity with other civil
society actors and through active policy dialogue, Good Neighbors contributed to the amelioration of child
protection institutions and policies.
Advocacy Campaign

325,892
people

Girls Defending
their Rights

International Cooperation Project & Partnership
Good Neighbors works globally in close partnership with international organizations, governments,
international NGOs and local actors to act more efficiently as a ‘good neighbor’ to vulnerable people around
the world. In 2017, Good Neighbors implemented 8 partnership projects in 5 countries in conjunction with

Child Rights Advocacy
Group & Committee

Birth Registration

10,840
people

93,451

Policy
Recommendation

39

people

Legislation/Policy
Amendment

cases

UN agencies such as WFP, UNHCR, UNCDF, UNESCO and cooperated with KOICA and Japan Platform to
implement 14 ODA programs in 11 countries.

6

cases

Good Neighbors Uganda organized the “Girl’s Ambassador” group, which consists of 240
girls from 6 schools, to help children fully understand their own rights and have a platform
where they can raise their voices. “Good Pad Kits”, a full package of sanitary materials, were
distributed to 2,000 girls improving their hygiene and protecting their right to education.
Rate of absence
during menstruation

49%

Pakistan

Chad

Feeling no equal opportunity
between girls and boys

Ethiopia

Nepal
Guatemala

Bangladesh

El Salvador

Rwanda Kenya

30%

Tanzania

69%

20%

71%

41%

After

Before

After

In November 2017, Good Neighbors Uganda hosted a policy conference for girls’ rights
where they addressed problems affecting girls and came up with policy recommendations
to the Ugandan parliament and local councils. The conference was attended by 157
participants, including community members and the relevant leaders from local authorities

Dominican
Republic

Paraguay

Malawi
Before

Haiti

WFP

KOICA

UNHCR

Japan Platform

UNCDF
UNESCO
EU

and communities. Four girls representing Girls' Ambassador group spoke about the daily
difficulties that they face as women and presented policy recommendation to local decision
makers expressing their expectation toward the government. The recommendations

Support by grant funding

included the consolidation of all child protection laws into one, strengthening legal framework
ending child marriages, and further policy support towards child protection services. These

Education

Health

Income
Generation

recommendations are currently under review from Uganda regional government.

We have the right to education on ways to protect our bodies and hearts, and to choose our future and
work toward our dream. Please join us in protecting the dreams of African girls!
Nakagolo Shafigah / Student of Girl's Ambassador group

99,752 638,392
people

people

Humanitarian
Assistance

97,169 164,228
people

people
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Good Neighbors
Refugee
Support—
For peaceful
coexistence
between the host
Community and
Refugees

Good Change for the World

In parallel with introduction of UNHCR’s Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework(CRRF) in 2016, more and more efforts are done to integrate developmental solutions

Support for DPRK

to the challenge of refugee displacement. Good Neighbors Tanzania has partnered with
UNHCR since 2015 to implement a project designed to support the livelihoods and selfreliance of Burundian and Congolese refugees in Tanzania.
In addition to ongoing projects in Nyarugusu camp, Good Neighbors Tanzania expanded its
operation into Nduta and Mtendeli camps in 2017 supporting 257,700 Burundian refugees
and host community peoples. Good Neighbors helped build up peaceful cohesion and
sense of partnership between refugees and host communities through the establishment
of common markets, agricultural skills training, business and financial literacy programs,
vocational training, and village saving and loans associations(VSLA) that support the creation
of a thriving economic dynamic around those camps.
Introduced Good Neighbors’ refugee support projects to the world
Refugee response projects implemented by Good Neighbors
Tanzania were presented as an innovative approach toward the
peaceful cohesion and sustainable livelihoods of the refugees
and host community members during UNHCR Global Compact
Conference in Geneva in October 2017.

Coffee Value Chain
Development
Projects for Nepali
Coffees

Coffee farming has a great potential to provide income generation opportunities and it
is well suited for farming in the mid-hills of Nepal. Under European Union Support to the
competitiveness of quality coffee in Nepal, Good Neighbors Nepal in partnership with a local
NGO, BeaCoN, has been implementing ‘Coffee Value Chain Development Project(CVCDP)’
in western Nepal. This 7.9million dollars project aims to strengthen the competitiveness of
small-scale coffee growers in Kaski, Gulmi, Syangja and Palpa districts through increasing
productivity of organic coffee and institutionalizing the coffee production, collection,
processing, and marketing process. For sustainable development of the coffee subsector,
Good Neighbors Nepal is putting a lot of collaborative efforts with primary coffee producing
cooperatives at the village, their unions at the district level and ‘National Tea and Coffee
Development Board(NTCDB)’ at the national level.

Since the 1995 children’s Meal Support to Sinuiju region, Good Neighbors

17

tons

of Powdered Milk Provided

75

has been involved in providing humanitarian assistance to North Korea
to guarantee the health of North Korean children and to support the
communities in their efforts for self-reliance. Good Neighbors has 25 project
areas in North Korea, bringing new hope to the people of North Korea in

types

of Medication Provided

the form of projects like child protection, food support, health and medical
support, and agricultural development projects.
In 2017, Good Neighbors USA provided 17 tons of powdered milk and
75 types of medication to ensure that North Korean children can have a

The result of CVCDP in 2017

healthy childhood and to improve the medical capabilities of North Korean
communities.

Reached to

Supported to transplant

Established

coffee farmers

coffee saplings

commercial
coffee nurseries

2,605

74,048

36

Good Neighbors pledges to keep providing steady humanitarian support for
North Korean communities in vulnerable situation so that they can rise from
poverty and achieve self-reliance.
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Good Change for the World

News from Support Countries

Good Neighbors USA

Good Neighbors creates good change for the world through campaigns, projects, fund-raising efforts, and
other activities in our support countries: Korea, Japan, the United States and Canada.

Good Neighbors Korea
Good Neighbors Korea implements a wide variety of advocacy efforts, including public welfare and social development
education projects, designed to protect the rights of a child in Korea and help Korean children develop in a safe environment.

Support for Vulnerable Children

Girls’ Support Campaign

Good Neighbors Korea reached out to 117,107 children in
vulnerable situation who are victims of abuse, malnutrition,
poverty and psycho-emotional challenges. Good Neighbors
helped them find a healthy and secure environment for growth
by providing educational and cultural programs, school meals,
medical services, psychotherapy, housing support, etc.

To mitigate the difficulties that girls in vulnerable groups are
exposed to, and to protect their rights, Good Neighbors Korea
created the “Girl, You Are a Shining Star” campaign in both
Korea and internationally. Through this campaign, 3,300 girls in
low-income families across Korea were provided with hygiene
kits, mentoring, family programs and economic support.

STEP FOR WATER

Nationwide Events of Individual Donors

Good Neighbors Korea launched the ʻSTEP FOR WATER ’
campaign as a part of its Good Water Project. Participants can
support USD 1 per 1,000 steps for clean and safe drinking water
with STEP FOR WATER application. A total of 7,251 participants
downloaded the app and 289,470,228 steps were accrued for
clean water and sanitation for the children in project countries.

In 2017, Good Neighbors Korea held donors' events across the
nation. Individual donors participated in varieties of activities
such as Good Members’ Day, the Neighbors Club, and
project site visits. 4,867 donors had the chance to know better
the work of Good Neighbors and they are supporting through
these events.

Opening of the Domestic
Violence Shelter

Online Campaign for
Education

Fundraising Concert
in 8 states

On December 14, Good Neighbors

On July 2017 Good Neighbors USA

In 2017, Good Neighbors USA hosted

USA held opening ceremony for its

launched an online campaign to raise

50 Fundraising Concerts in 8 different

Domestic Violence Women's Shelter

funds to suppor t a public school in

states. At each concert Good Neighbors

Project(DV Shelter). Dignitaries from

Nicaragua. A total of USD 15,000 was

USA ambassadors sang and shared

city councils and county were invited

raised through online effort and was

touching stories. They did not just per-

to the opening ceremony of the

used to renovate a kitchen and cafeteria

form but also spread Good Neighbors’

facility. The shelter can host and care

in San Ramon public school. Now that

ministries and helped raise awareness of

more than 70 women and children

kitchen and cafeteria are renovated,

communities. This year, Good Neighbors

who are victims or at risk of domestic

foods can be stored, prepared in a safe

USA appointed three new local goodwill

violence.

and clean environment.

ambassadors.

Good Neighbors Japan

Good Neighbors Canada

Good Gohan
Project

Emergency Reliefs for
Rohingya Refugee Crisis

Good Change
for Canada

In September of 2017, Good Neighbors

Good Neighbors Japan implemented

On March 14, Good Neighbors Canada

Japan has started ‘Good Gohan(good

Emergency Reliefs projects for Rohingya

was established in London, Canada.

meal)’ project which consist of a food

Refugee with USD 91,000 funded by

Since its establishment, Good Neighbors

bank campaign for children in single

Japan Platform( JPF). For the safety

Canada built partnership with universities

parent’s households. Good Neighbors

and livelihood of the refugees, Good

and local grass-root organization and

Japan delivered rice, seasonings and

Neighbors Japan cooperated with Good

participated in various local events. On

simple food and served meals in order

Neighbors Bangladesh to distribute

June and November, Good Neighbors

to address the problem of malnutrition

NFIs(Non Food Items) such as blankets,

Canada hosted Fundraising Concert

of children in poverty. Good Neighbors

hygiene kits, buckets and warm clothing

with Good Neighbors’ goodwill amba-

Japan distributed free food regularly and

targeting 2,400 households at 2 refugee

ssadors to support and raise awareness

supported children to grow healthily.

camps in Cox's Bazar.

of communities.
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Financial Overview

Income Source
4%

As a public non-profit organization, Good Neighbors is committed to financial transparency and
accountability.

Donations

10%

Gift in Kind
Sponsorship

19%

194,088,925

Grants

• We use publicly reliable accounting standards, that comply with national laws and regulations.
• We thoroughly conduct external audits in all partnership countries around the world and open the

11%

USD

Other Revenues

budget and settlement of accounts to the general public.

56%

• We organize regularly capacity building training for financial management.

Expenditure by Activity
7%
International Humanitarian
Development Project

Income & Expenditure
The total income for 2017 was USD 194,088,925 through donations, sponsorship, grants, and gift in kind and made it
possible for Good Neighbors to carry out various projects and campaigns for children and people who need help in 40

Contributions

Income

Category

Total($)

%

Donations

19,327,083

10

Gift in Kind

22,166,645

11

107,963,517

56

36,068,721

19

8,562,959

4

Sponsorship
Grants
Other Revenues

Total

Cooperation with DPRK

194,088,925

Expenditure on International
humanitarian development
project by sector
Education

40

Child Rights Protection in Korea

69,008,172

36

Cooperation with DPRK

17,215,390

9

Income Generation

Administration and Fundraising Expenses

15,517,035

8

Advocacy

Reserve fund for 2018

14,584,932

7

Community Partnership & Network Building

194,088,925

USD

40%

International
Humanitarian
Development
Project

36%

77,763,396

Total

194,088,925

9%

Reserve Fund for 2018

International Humanitarian Development Project
Program
Expenses

Expenditure

Child Rights Protection in Korea

Administration and Fundraising
Expenses

countries worldwide.

8%

Health
Water and Sanitation

Humanitarian Assistance

2%

3%

(Community Partnership
& Network Building)

(Humanitarian Assistance)

7%

(Advocacy)

77,763,396
USD

20%

(Income
Generation)

6%

(Water and
Sanitation)

41%

(Education)

21%

(Health)
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Contact Information
Myanmar

Chad

Uganda

No.(21), Aung Myay Thar
Si Street, Kamayut Tsp,
Yangon, Myanmar

5600 N’djamena Chad

Dist# 3rd, Takhnic street
Kart-e-Char, Kabul
Afghanistan

+95-1-513-643

Ethiopia

Plot 1728, White House
Cl, Muyenga, Block 244.
P.O.Box 2934, Kampala
Uganda

Nepal

+93-20-25-011-68

Ekantakuna-13 Jawalakhel,
Lalitpur GPO Box 8975,
EPC 1605, Kathmandu,
Nepal

Nifas silk lafto subcity,
woreda 4, HN.181, Addis
Ababa

Global Offices

Asia

Global Partnership Center
(GPC)

Afghanistan

(L.A. Office) 6131
Orangethorpe Ave. STE
410, Buena Park, CA
90620
+1-877-499-9898
Global Capacity
Development Center
(GCDC)
29 Bangkok Business
Center, Unit 1806, 18th
Floor, Sukhumvit 63 Road,
Klongton-Nua, Wattana,
Bangkok 10110, Thailand
+66-2-714-1718
International Cooperation
Office in Geneva
Good Neighbors
International Geneva
Office, Rue de Varembe
3 (C/O Pax Romana), CP
161, 1211 Geneva 20,
SWITZERLAND
+41-22-734-1434

Bangladesh
Swadesh Properties Ltd.
(Shornali Abashon Project)
Plot#5, Road#A, Barua,
Khilkhet, Dhaka-1229
+880-9-613-858-585
Cambodia
No.77, St.566, Sangkat
Boeung KakⅠ, Khan
Tuol Kork, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia

Korea
13 Beodeunaru-ro,
Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul,
Korea
+82-2-6717-4000
USA
(L.A. Office6131
Orangethorpe Ave., Suite
410 Buena Park CA 90620
+1-877-499-9898

Omori Create Bldg. 3F
2-14-2 Omorikita Ota-ku
Tokyo 143-0016 JAPAN
+81-3-6423-1768

Philippines
Unit 502-505 Jocfer Bldg.,
Commonwealth Ave.,
Diliman, Quezon City 1101,
Manila, Philippines
+63-2-442-7936
Sri Lanka

+251-94-4221-083
Ghana
P.O.Box BC 105, Burma
Camp, Accra, Ghana
House B, Block no.7
on parcel number 68
Cantonment, Accra,
Ghana

Chile
Doctor Manuel Barros
Borgono 217, Providencia,
Santiago, Chile, RM

# 109, COLES ROAD,
FRASER TOWN,
BANGALORE (Zip: 560005)

Tajikistan

P.O. Box 30721, Lilongwe3,
Malawi

Gading Bukit Indah Blok V
No. 18-19, Jl. Bukit Gading
Raya, Kelapa Gading
Permai, Jakarta Utara
14240, Indonesia
+62-21-4060-0018
Kyrgyz Republic
(720000) 2F, Molodaya
Gvardiya 2/1, Bishkek,
Kyrgyz Republic
+996-312-891-420
Laos
P.O. Box 11920, House No
112, Unit 10, Sisangvone
Village, Xaysettha District,
Vientiane Capital, Lao PDR
+856-21-415-711
Mongolia

Thailand
29 Bangkok Business
Center, Unit 1806, 18th
Floor, Sukhumvit 63 Road,
Klongton-Nua, Wattana,
Bangkok 10110, Thailand
+66-2-714-1718
Vietnam
17th Floor, Block A, Song
Da Building, My Dinh
1 Ward, Nam Tu Liem
District, Hanoi, VN
+84-2432-063-999
Pakistan

+254-702-091-580

+265-992-991-130
Mozambique
Bairro Triunfo, Rua de
Tintshole, no. 380 - Costa
do Sol, Maputo City,
Mozambique
+258-84-220-0255
Niger
BP 12866, Koira Kano,
Niamey, Niger
+227-9276-4494
Republic of South Sudan
Plot #135, Block 1, Hai
Ghabat Yei, Yei River State,
South Sudan

Rwanda

+250-735-769-221
Tanzania

Cameroon

201 King Street London,
ON N6A 1C9

Rokmon building, #1008,
Constitution street, 2nd
khoroo, Bayangol district,
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

BP.35358, Rue Ahmadou
Ali, Bastos, Yaounde,
Cameroon

Plot. 2047k, Block Tegeta
Wazo, Bagamoyo Road,
P.O.BOX 33104, Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania

+1-519-614-0314

+976-7014-4122

+237-673-402-328

+255-732-991-530

Canada

+56-2-2717-9327
Dominican Republic
Calle Primavera No.6, Los
Jardines, Santo Domingo,
Rep.Dom.
+1809-547-3413
Guatemala
8a calle 0-22 Zona 9.
Interior 1 A. Ciudad de
Guatemala, Guatemala,
C.A.
+502-2331-2139
Haiti
5 Impasse Lamy,
Delmas75, Port-au-Prince,
Haiti
+509-3902-6191

+211-927-140-814

P.O.BOX 5125, Kigali,
RWANDA

Africa

+260-211-238-620

P.O.BOX 76327-00508,
Nairobi, Kenya

Malawi

+992-37-2330-668

Plot 35398, Off Alick
Nkhata Rd, Mass Media,
Lusaka

Kenya

+94-11-438-1847

+91-80-2556-4142

Zambia

Latin America &
Caribbean

India

Dushanbe Tajikistan,
street Nizomi Ganjavi, 420,
Good Neighbors Tajikistan

+256-414-698-417

+233-302-780-789

+855-23-880-557

creates positive changes from the efforts
of our good neighbors around the world.

Nicaragua
Reparto Mirasol Casa
No.6, Jean Paul Geine,
Managua, Nicaragua
+505-2224-3781
Paraguay
Alejandro Villamayor 2752
c/ Denis Roa Asunción
PARAGUAY
+595-21-613-224

Established in 1991, Good Neighbors is an international humanitarian
development NGO, creating positive changes in 40 nations around the world.

ⓒ Taekyung Oh / Good Neighbors

Japan

+977-1-553-8758

+235-65-83-7964

14A, Malwatta Avenue,
Kohuwala, Nugegoda, Sri
Lanka

Indonesia

Support Countries

Good Neighbors

